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Zaytoven Sound Kit wav/sf2 NEW! We offer you a professional and unique kit with hundreds of sounds

inspired by hip hop producer Zaytoven, which can help you make some trap beats with his rhythm. With a

totally unzipped size of 400 Mb the Zaytoven Sound Kit includes: 1. High quality wave samples registered

in 24 bit/ 44.1 Khz, divided in more categories: * 808s * Chants * Claps * FXs * Kicks * Percs * Snares *

Sounds 2. 39 SoundFonts (sf2), perfect for making easy by yourself hip hop instrumentals and they

include sounds such as: * Brass * Bells * Orchestral * Piano * Pizzicato * Strings * Synth * Trumpets * And

many more What is a SoundFont? A SoundFont is a brand name that collectively refers to a file format

and associated technology designed to bridge the gap between recorded and synthesized audio,

especially for the purposes of computer music composition How can this help me? A SoundFont file can

store any number of wave samples and this can help you by making your work go professional and
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easiest. Try it and you will not regrete it! COMPABILITY The Zaytoven sounds can work with all samplers

that use .wav files * Reason * Fruity Loops * Korg Triton * Yamaha Motif * Akai MPC 2000, 3000, 4000,

1000, and 500 * Gigasampler * Sony ACID * Ensoniq ASR-10 & ASRX * Any Sampler that reads WAVs

The Zaytoven soundfonts (sf2) can work with these samplers: * Audigy/SBLive! * Reason NN-XT *

Kontakt * Halion * EXS-24 * VSampler * Gigasampler - Gigastudio * Orion * FL Studio * Live synth Pro All

our sample packs are royalty-free, so you can use our samples for commercial purpose. Please note that

sound kits are delivered electronically. We highly suggest the use of WinRar for extracting compressed

files.
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